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2014 CYBERSECURITY = TECHNICAL PROBLEM

2020 CYBERSECURITY = BUSINESS PRIORITY

2022CYBERSECURITY =ORGANIZATIONAL EXISTENCE





https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/06/22/defending-ukraine-early-lessons-from-the-cyber-war/

The advent of cyberweapon deployment in the hybrid war in Ukraine is the dawn of a new age of conflict.

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/06/22/defending-ukraine-early-lessons-from-the-cyber-war/


Source: Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022



To date, Microsoft removed more than 10,000 domains used by cybercriminals and 600 used by nation state actors.

attacks are pretty low

budget

It's nothing fancy

Notorious cybercrime gang’s botnet disrupted, 

Microsoft’s Digital Crimes Unit (DCU), April 2022 
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/04/13/zloader-botnet-disrupted-malware-ukraine/

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/04/13/zloader-botnet-disrupted-malware-ukraine/


As of June 2022, we had delivered over 67,000 Nation State Notifications (NSNs) since we began in 2018. 



Microsoft is building on its already mature cyber threat intelligence infrastructure to combat cyber influence

operations.



Drive up attacker cost using real world context

IDENTIFY PROTECT DETECT RESPOND RECOVER

1. Asset and Vulnerability Identification

(including “audit mode” of policy enforcements)



Designing for Success and Failure

RESILIENCE
Designed to recover quickly 

Then Now

RELIABLITY
Designed not to fail

PREVENT
Every possible attack

ASSUME COMPROMISE

Protect, Detect & Respond 

along attack 

phases

Security Resilience 



4 Dimensions of Threat Timeline

Positioning the strategic control 

within the target.

Usually not activated, in sleeper’s 

mode, being ready to be activated. 

Potential threat by perceived 

existence. Strategic value for the 

adversary, multiple shapes and 

forms.

TT-1T-6T-12

Probing the operational control 

over the target infrastructure.

Activating and learning mode about 

targeted critical infrastructure and 

learning about response from 

targeted objects.

Activating the command-and-

control capabilities of infrastructure. 

Early indicators of the potential 

hybrid engagement defined by 

massive cyber activities activating 

the sleepers (internal) and deploying 

the attack vectors (external).

Manifesting the damaging activities 

on targeted objects.

Hybrid crisis manifestation with 

physical attributes of destruction 

(war, flood, fire, earthquake, 

pandemics etc.) with potential cyber 

activities depending on strategic 

capabilities.



Addressing through 4 Dimensions of Resilience

Partnerships and Coalitions on 

Digital Signals

Partnerships with other 

organizations that scale the 

capabilities and manage early 

signals.

Common interest in protection and 

security.

Digital Twins Management 

Systems with Zero Trust Approach

Building a digital control over the 

(industrial) environment with clear 

responsibilities on national 

(organizational) critical 

infrastructure.

Security Operation Center w/ 

Intelligence Graph integration

Strong SOC capabilities integrated with 

external intelligence networks.

Deployed latest integrated tools for 

threat intelligence, but also platform 

technologies like confidential 

computing, encryption etc.

Emergency Management & 

Response Systems

Software driven capabilities on 

Public Safety and National Security 

(+others) that support availability, 

confidentiality and integrity of the 

data, apps and processes.



Expand your Trust

CLOUD

BUT VERIFY

THEN TRUST



Cloud Security and Resilience Continuum

Consistent security, identity, management, and AI

Private Cloud Cloud Extensions Edge Cloud Public Cloud

Hyperscale CloudDatacenters & Private Cloud

New orchestrated platform services that provide application and services virtualization

Edge Cloud

Managed by Organization Managed by Provider

Internal approach to protect 

the classified data, usually 

disconnected

Scenarios with limited resilience 

scenarios.

Connected approach that 

utilizes cloud services but 

fulfills specific national 

obligations on data and 

services governance.

Edge Cloud

External approach for 

application and data 

resilience with integrated 

security intelligence.

Connected approach that 

utilizes cloud services but 

fulfills specific national 

obligations on data and 

services governance.



Start with: You are compromised. > CyberSecurity
Integrity of your data is compromised.

Your cover of adversary’s identities.

Your devices are not protected.

Restart with the Zero Trust Security.

Lessons Learned

Lead with: You will rebound. > CyberResilience
Every component of the system will need recovery.

You will recover to different infrastructure.

You will rebuild everything from the scratch.

Restart with Full Scale Resilience.



The cyber resilience bell curve 



➢ Learn more: https://microsoft.com/mddr

➢ Dive deeper: https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/

• Stay connected: @msftissues and @msftsecurity

Microsoft Mission
Empower every person and every organization on the planet 

to achieve more.

Illuminating the threat landscape and empowering a digital 

defense.

© 2022 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

https://microsoft.com/mddr
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/
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